Tropical Atlantic Observing
System
Biogeochemical Applications:
Motivation, Opportunities, Requirements?
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Why biogeochemistry in the Tropical Atlantic?

GOOS Essential Ocean Variables
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GCOS Essential Climate
Variables (ECVs)

Inorganic Carbon

Nutrients

Nitrous Oxide

Ocean Color

Oxygen
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Transient Tracers

The ocean carbon sink continues to increase
8.7±2 GtCO2/yr for 2007–2016 and 9.6±2 GtCO2/yr in 2016

23% of global
8.7 GtCO2/yr

What is the contribution of the
Tropical Atlantic to the CO2
budget? Today and in the
future?
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Carbon Dioxide fluxes

pCO2 mooring

“The eastern tropical Atlantic
is patchier than expected with
area of low CO2
concentrations neighbouring
regions of large CO2
outgassing”
Lefevre 2009
This is all pCO2 data in the Tropical Atlantic Ocean in SOCAT
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Interior ocean carbon
Station network in GLODAP, most of
these stations do have inorganic
carbon data, but not all.
Olsen et al., 2016

Anthropogenic carbon along 23°W
Schneider et al., 2012
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Transient tracers

TAOS Review, Portland Feb 8-9, 2018

Nutrients

Complex cycle of
nitrogen in OMZs
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Nitrous Oxide
Nitrous oxide (N2O) is an important climate-relevant trace gas in the Earth’s
atmosphere. In the troposphere it acts as a strong greenhouse gas and in the
stratosphere it acts as an ozone depleting substance because it is the precursor of
ozone depleting nitric oxide radicals.

Estimated sea-to-air fluxes of N2O from
the ACT (5.2 +/- 2.6 mol m-2 d-2)
suggest that in May–July 2011this coldwater band doubled the N2O efflux to
the atmosphere with respect to the
adjacent regions, highlighting its
relevance for marine tropical emissions
of N2O.
Arevalo-Martinez et al., 2017
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Dissolved Organic Carbon
And
Particulate Matter

Dissolved organic Carbon (DOC) represents one
of the largest exchangeable reservoirs of organic
material on Earth, contributing to 20% of the
biological pump via meridional overturning
circulation.
Observation of POM within a global observing
system directly address the question of whether
the ocean’s biomass and productivity are
changing
TAOS Review, Marseille Oct, 2018

Biogeochemical-Argo Network
Cluster of (inter-)national Projects & Regional Alliances

~330 Active Floats

Just 1–2 Floats
with all 6 Variables
Many with 5 Var’s

Active Sensors:
• O2:
330/330
• NO3: 130/330
• pH: 115/330
• Chl a: 210/330
• SPM: 210/330
• Light: 70/330
Target:
• All: 1000/1000

Henry Bittig @ IOW

Data Systems are growing

Potential for Mapping between Variables
Spatial / Temporal Densification
Complementation

Mapping Results
CANYON:
CANYON-B:

1 Neural Network per Variable (Sauzède et al., 2017)
Ensemble of Networks per Variable (Bittig et al., 2018)

Mapping Results
1 Network

P, Lat, Lon

T, S, O2, P, Lat, Lon

Ensemble of
Networks

T, S, O2, P, Lat, Lon

Oxygen

Decreasing oxygen
concentrations in the ETNA
Stramma et al., 2008
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Oxygen

Oxygen data show a reduction
of dissolved oxygen in the
North Atlantic OMZ over the
last 40 years.
(e.g. Stramma et al. 2008)
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Oxygen minimum zone

SFB 754

t
T,S,v

N,P,Fe

O2

Intermediate OMZ

Deep OMZ

Brandt et al., 2015
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• Deoxygenation particularly in tropical
oxygen minimum zones

Oxygen Change in the Ocean (1960-2010)

Mechanisms of Thermocline Oxygen Changes

Oschlies et al. 2018

20

Mechanisms of Thermocline Oxygen Changes

Oschlies et al. 2018

21

Oxygen observations in the tropical Atlantic

adapted from Brandt et al. 2015 / Hahn et al. (2017)
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Mean O2 and decadal O2 change (2006-2015)
along 23°W

after Hahn et al. (2017)
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PIRATA moored oxygen observations

Time period
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Depths

20.5°N

since 2017

80m, 150m, 300m

11.5°N

since 2009

300m, 500m (80m since 2017)

4°N

since 2009

300m, 500m

Oxygen variability in the core of the oxygen
minimum zone

online data
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Oxygen variability in the core of the oxygen
minimum zone

online data
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Low oxygen eddy events at shallow
depth
F.Schütte etal.:C haracterization of“
dead-zone”eddies
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Schütte et al. (2016)

F igure 4. M inim um oxygen concentration (contour lines,
µm olkg− 1 ) in the E T N A betw een the surface and 200 m depth as
obtained from the M IM O C clim atology (Schm idtko et al., 2013).
Superim posed colored dots are alllow -oxygen m easurem ents (below 40 µm olkg− 1 in the upper 200 m ) w hich could be associated
w ith eddy-like structures. T he size of the dots represents a typical
size of the m esoscale eddies.T he associated trajectories of the eddies are show n in green for A C M E s and in blue for cyclones.T he
oxygen concentrations are from the com bined datasetofshipboard,
m ooring,glider and A rgo ﬂoatm easurem ents.

gen proﬁles w ere grouped and averaged onto a grid of0.1 increm ents betw een 0 and 1 of the norm alized radialdistance.
TAOS Review, Marseille Oct, 2018
Finally a running m ean overthree consecutive horizontalgrid

50 m

L ow -oxygen eddy observation from in situ data

Several oxygen m easurem ents in the E T N A w ith anom alously low -oxygen concentrations, w hich is deﬁned here
as an oxygen concentration below 40 µm olkg− 1 (Stram m a
et al., 2009) could be identiﬁed from A rgo ﬂoats, ship
surveys, glider m issions and from the C V O O m ooring
(Fig.4).In total,27 independent eddies w ith oxygen values
< 40 µm olkg− 1 in the upper 200 m w ere sam pled w ith 173
proﬁles from 25 differentplatform s (Table 1).A lm ostallof
the observed anom alous low -oxygen values could be assoKarstensen
ciated w ith m esoscale structures at the sea surface
(C E s or et al. (2015)
A C M E s)from satellite data.
In situ m easurem ents for m eridional velocity, tem perature, salinity and oxygen of the C V O O m ooring during the
w estw ard passage of one C E and one A C M E w ith low oxygen concentrations are chosen to introduce the tw o different eddy types and their vertical structure based on tem porally high-resolution data (Fig.5).From O ctober 2006 to
D ecem ber 2006 (Fig.5a),a C E passed the C V O O m ooring
position on a w estw ard trajectory. A t its closest, the eddy
center w as located about 20 km north of the m ooring. T he
m eridional velocities show a strong cyclonic rotation (ﬁrst
southw ard,later northw ard) w ith velocity m axim a betw een
the surface and 50 m depth at the edges of the eddy.In the
core of the C E , the w ater m ass w as colder and less saline
than the surrounding w ater, the M L depth is reduced and
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200 m
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L ow -oxygen eddy observation from in situ data

Several oxygen m easurem ents in the E T N A w ith anom alously low -oxygen concentrations, w hich is deﬁned here
as an oxygen concentration below 40 µm olkg− 1 (Stram m a
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w estw ard passage of onePIRATA
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11.5°N,
oxygen concentrations are chosen to introduce the tw o different eddy types and their vertical structure based on tem porally high-resolution data (Fig.5).From O ctober 2006 to
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Latest data … low oxygen eddy/signal
F.Schütte etal.:C haracterization of“
dead-zone”eddies
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Tropical Atlantic Observing
System
Biogeochemical Applications:
Motivation, Opportunities, Requirements?
• Biogeochemical Community seems not to be deeply engaged in our
review.
• At the global level there is a lot of excitement about BGC – Argo

• Opportunities often arise often by opportunistic participation in ’existing’
platforms (Ship surveys, OceanSites moorings, etc.)
• Only for some variables ‘global’ data systems exist (CO2) others such a
oxygen and nutrients are more opportunistic.
• Need for a community driven TAOS BGC design project (including OSSE)
TAOS Review, Marseille Oct, 2018

Tropical Atlantic Observing System
OSSE – Strategy (learn from others)

EXPERT Evaluation of
different OSSE OSE insights to
advise the evolution of the
observing system
TAOS Review, Marseille Oct, 2018

AtlantOS Ambitions
and TAOS

North Atlantic
Domain
Tropical Atlantic
Domain (TAOS)
South Atlantic
Domain
TAOS Review, Marseille Oct, 2018

Implementation Ambition
workshop in
Jan/Feb 2019 in Europe
(Paris/Brussles)

